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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents an analysis of data that were obtained from
the Employee Travel Survey made at the Dallas/Fort Worth Regional Air-
port (DFW) in May 1975 and a methodology for estimating DFW employee
vehicular volumes arriving at or leaving the airport in a given time
interval. From the survey information, an analysis is employeemade of
characteristics for all the DFW employees. This is followed by a com-
parison of employee characteristics according to whether or not they
previously worked at Love Field Airport in Dallas.
Theoretical distributions are developed for the period between the
times that the work shifts start and end and the actual timeemployees'
that employees arrive at or leave the airport relative to those starting
and ending times. Different theoretical distributions are obtained for
different periods of the day. Finally, a model is developed for estim-
vehicular volumes from the work shift times orating employee (starting
ending) and the number of employees on each work shift. Estimates from
the model were found to compare favorably with actual counts of employee
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
The work presented in this thesis is part of a project undertaken
under the auspices of the Council for Advanced Transportation Studies at
University of at project sponsored by theThe Texas Austin. The is
Office of the ofof University Research U. S. Department Transportation.
The study staff consisted of two principal investigators, Dr. William
Dunlay, Jr. of Civil Engineering of Geography,J. and Dr. Pat Burnett
plus various research students (of whichassociates, graduate research
the author was andone), undergraduate students.
Objectives of Study
The the research described in this thesis is toobjective of analyze
part of the data obtained from the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport (DFW) em-
ployee survey in May (Ref. 4). analysis will consistconducted 1975 The
of a comparison of DFW employees according to whether or not they pre-
viously worked at Love Field Airport in Dallas and an analysis of the
times that employees arrived at or left the airport relative to work
shift starting or ending times. Based on this latter analysis, a method-
ology is developed for estimating employee vehiclesthe number of DFW
that be to enter and leave the timecan expected airport in any given
interval.
Scope and Limitations
In the comparison of DFW employees according to whether or not they
used to work at Love Field, a general analysis is made of all those
characteristics for which both subsets of employees presented enough
information in the above mentioned survey. In particular, the same anal-
ysis is made of both subsets and a comparison is made of the DFW employees
who previously worked at Love Field and the current DFW employees who did
not.
In the analysis of the time that employees arrive at or leave the
relative to the of theairport starting and ending their work shift,
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distributions of the interval between those two times are tested against
known theoretical distributions. The number of candidate theoretical
and thedistributions is five, goodness-of-fit test used is the
Test and
For the methodology developed to estimate the number of employees
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Refs. 1,2, 5 13).
entering and leaving the airport in a given time interval, the required
input includes the periods of the day to be considered, parameters of the
above theoretical distributions for each period, the starting or ending
time of each work shift, and the respective number of employees. The
output is the number of employee vehicles entering or leaving the air-
port for any given time period.
CHAPTER 11. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The results of past airport employee travel surveys have not been
widely published. References which discuss this matter are quite
limited. In most of the references concerned with the study of airport
access traffic, the influence of the airport employees is mentioned,
but how this influence is distributed in time is almost describednever
modeled.or
John Robinson and Peter Nordie (Ref. 12) present an origin/destina-
tion survey of Washington National Airport. In the employee survey part
of that study the following procedures were followed:
contacted1. Organizations having more that 75 employees were
From ofpersonally. an alphabetical listing of all employees
these aorganizations sample consisting of every eighth person
andwas selected, a weekly record of travel patterns was
obtained for that sample.
2. For organizations with less than 75 employees, questionnaires
were sent to the organizations by mail with the instructions to
be followed in selecting employees for the sample.
3. The information obtained from the employee survey included:
a) Work hours
b) Home address
c) Type of vehicle
d) Automobile occupancy
e) Trip time (from and to the airport)
Attitude toward about thef) trip time, i.e., feeling trip
time.
Only summary comments about the results of the questions asked in the
employee survey were presented in the reference 12.
(Ref. 3) presents studyMerrit Chance a as to how the different
users (of whom employees are one category) of airport access highways
create ground transportation problems. In the section called "Daily
Distribution of and TravelAir Passengers, Employees Related Visitors,"
several graphs that give some indication of the daily movement of people
3
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at six airports, which are San Francisco, Washington National, Dulles,
Friendship, Los Angeles, and London Heathrow,are presented. It is quite
obvious that inthe percentage of volume represented by daily employees
this study was deterministically from starting and endingderived the
work shift times. No references about the actual time distribution of
airport employees arriving at leaving the airport wereor found.
CHAPTER 111. EMPLOYEE TRAVEL SURVEY
In order to the travel habits of at the DFWinvestigate employees
airport, a travel survey was conducted by Dunlay, et al. (Ref. 4). In
forms forthis survey, the written, self-executed, type of questionnaire
were distributed to more than 13,000 employees. The rate of response of
completed questionnaires was 24 percent. Presently there are 13,368
employees at the Dallas/Fort Worth Airport. Table 3.1 shows the divi-
sion of these employees by employer category.
The Survey Form
The form consisted of shortemployee survey a introductory para-
graph followed by eleven questions (Fig. 3.1). The first question was
to determine each employee's present home address, allowing the option
of answering either by street address or by the nearest intersection.
This option was designed to allow the response to be less personal and
to encourage a response from persons who might be reluctant to give their
address.
The next two questions dealt with how an employee perceives the
distance and travel time between his home and DFW, and also between his
home and Dallas Love Field. The answers to these questions can be
compared with the true distances and travel times (Ref. 11).
Question number four asked the employee to indicate the type of
vehicle he uses in his work trip. This was straightforward, and all
reasonable alternatives were included in the check list.
The next was whether thetopic of interest, question five, employee
worked at Love Field before DFW opened. If a change of residence
occurred because of the shift to the DFW airport, this was noted in
Part Bof old address alsothe question. The respondent’s was obtained
in Part Cof the same question. It was hypothesized that the decision to
move should be related to the actual travel time and distance between
DFW and the respondent’s old home. The employee was also asked to indi-
cate the mode of transportation he used in his work trips to Love Field.
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TABLE 3.1. EMPLOYEES BY CATEGORY OF EMPLOYER
EMPLOYER CATEGORY NO. OF EMPLOYEES
Airlines 9,126
Air Cargo (1) 382
Air Mail Facility 350
Airport Marina Hotel 250
Allied Aviation Company 95
APCOA (Airport Parking Control) 135
BoardDFW Airport 480
Federal Aviation Administration 135
Food Service 1,406







Source: Central Offices at DFW of the Employers and the DFW Airport
Board.
(1) Excluding Airlines with Airfreight
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two number intendedThe next questions, six and seven, were to pro-
vide a of the in of thesample employee’s '’normal” work day terms time
when he began the shift, the number of hours worked, and the number of
days per week that he worked. The sample size was assumed to be large
effectenough to offset the of asking for starting and quitting times
on one specific day.
The survey form ended with some requests for personal data. These
can be used to relate the totravel behavior of employees standard,
identifiable demographic characteristics, similar to those gathered in
the U. S. Census. The age group brackets were designed to encompass
standard phases of the personal and family life cycle. The occupational
breakdown the guidelines of census data, but was simplifiedfollowed
somewhat for the convenience of the The incomerespondent. family
surveybrackets shown on the form are the same as those used in the
previous survey at Love Field by Alan M. Vorhees, Inc. in 1969, but were
adjusted upward for inflation using the increase in the region’s Consumer
Price Index.
Survey Method
The distribution and collection of the formsemployee survey proved
to be a time-consuming task as seventy-one airport-related employers
The vasthad to be contacted. forms were distributedmajority of survey
through the mail. A letter of introduction was included which explained
the purpose of the survey (Fig. 3.2). In addition, a set of detailed
instructions was compiled for the employers, which suggested a particular
distribution and collection procedure (Fig. 3.3). A few announcements
of the study suitable were also included in the
information
for posting packet of
sent to employers. The survey forms were distributed
through employee supervisors. Distribution and collection instruc-the
tions for the supervisors were printed on the envelope which contained
the forms (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.2. Introductory Letter to Employers.
11
Figure 3.3. Instructions to Employers.
12
Figure 3.4. Instructions to Supervisors.
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Problems Encountered in Employee Surve
From the results examined so far, it appears that the overall design
of the survey form was good, and that usable data were obtained. There
was little or no confusion on most of the asked. thequestions However,
wording of some questions could be improved, and suggestions for this
are given below.
Problems with the form itself involved wording, length, and the
fact that the Airport Board had recently conducted a ot its own.survey
Thus, the fact that some employees might have been irritated by the
necessity to execute another survey form may have lowered the response
rate.
The initial confusion in the employee survey was due to delays in
delivering the packages of forms to the employers by the postal service.
In the of forms delivered until thesome cases, packages were not day
they were supposed to be filled out. This allowed no time for employers
to their distribution effort. Inadequately organize addition, delays
in channels resultedsome intra-airport communication in management per-
sonnel the forms late thereceiving as as following Monday or Tuesday,
May Since the instructions requested that employers19 and 20. and
supervisors "...distribute the enclosed survey forms to the employees
under your supervision on Friday, May 16..." some employers who received
their forms after May 16 assumed that it was too late to distribute them
The project staff subsequently had to contact these employers and encour-
age them to distribute the forms to their employees.
In the code of the addressquestion one zip was requested as part
This proved to be a valuable piece of information, as some respondents
left out their city name but included their zip code.
A small number of respondents misinterpreted question two as asking
for a round trip distance. This could have been avoided by specifying
distance.a one-way Also, a few respondents may have misinterpreted
question 2B as asking for the distance between DFW and Love Field since
they were filling out the form at DFW. It was possible to spot-check
these errors by the locations of the two airports relative to their homes.
14
Question four could be improved by asking for the vehicle taken
"most often" or "usually," as several multiple responses were encoun
tered.
Another troublesome question was the one that requested employees
to classify themselves by occupation (professional, clerical, sales,
craftsman/foreman, technician/operation, maintenance, labor, ser-other
It deemed to check list forvice). was preferable give the respondent a
this purpose, to avoid nebulous and illegible answers which would be
difficult to thatinterpret by the project staff. However, it turns out
the of such a list also be conducive towording may misinterpretation by
the respondent. In addition, a question of this type actually solicits
the respondent's perceived self-classification. That this can produce
problems recognized by incongruities responseshas been the found between
to to relatedthis question vis-a-vis responses questions, e.g., a
-"clerical" worker with income "$26,000 $32,000." The occupational
breakdown used was selected in consultation with the North Central Texas
Council of Governments which was doing a study of basic and non-basic
industry in the Dallas/Fort Worth Region.
With regard to questions six and seven, some employees with rotating
shifts only unspecifically days and vary.stated that work shift time
Others specified that days and work shift time vary and included the work
of the Still others checked alldays and shift times at the time survey.
the days of the week.
createdtwo newConcerning question number 10, job categories were
nbecause of employee responses: MRent-a-car and "Hotel employees."
Also, the percent of employees checking "Other Labor" was relatively
high.
Sample Size
A total of forms late forms have been3,157 employee plus 84 returned,
which constitutes a 24 of return of the 13,368 forms distri-percent rate
buted. Table 3.2 shows the number and percent of survey forms returned
by type of employer. General Telephone Company, Airport Parking Control,
and DFW Airport Board were the employer categories with the highest
15





Air Cargo (1) 70 18.3
Air Mail Facility 200 57.1
Airport Marina Hotel 171 48.4
Allied Aviation Company 0 0.0
APCOA (Airport Parking Control) 87 64.4
DFW Airport Board 294 61.2
Federal Aviation Administration 57 42.2
Food Service 283 20.1
General Telephone Company 31 72.1
L.T.V. Airtrans 29 21.5
Maintenance 94 33.1
Rent-a-Car Firms 126 47.0




Source: Central Offices at DFW of the Employers and the DFW Airport
Board.
(1) Excluding Airlines with Airfreight.
Board(2) Excluding DFW Airport (Airport Police)
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rates of return (72.1%, 64.4%, and 61.2% respectively). On the other
hand, Allied Aviation Company, the airlines , and security were the
employer categories with the lowest percent rate of return (0%, 13.3%
and 15.8% respectively).
CHAPTER IV. ANALYSIS OF DFW EMPLOYEE DATA
is divided into two sections. The first sectionThis chapter major
deals with the total sampled DFW employees and their residential location
broken down by zone, city, type of vehicle used for work trip, occupation,
income, age and sex. In the second section of the chapter, the same
analysis and a comparison are made of the two subsets of employees at
DFW, namely, those that used to work at Love Field airport before the
andopening of DFW, those that did not.
The study area considered in this analysis is divided into zones
designated by the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG),
to whichgiving emphasis the so-called Intensive Study Area (ISA), covers
primarily Tarrant and Dallas counties (Fig. 4.1). Later in this analy-
sis, the ISA zones are grouped at the city level (Fig. 4.2).
Total Sampled by DFW Employees
DFW Employees by Zone. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of
residential location of DFW employees disaggregated by zones inside of
the Table shows the thestudy area. A.l in Appendix A frequency and per-
cent of the in each of thesample zone study area.
There are two pertinent observations to be made. The first is the
wide dispersion of small percentages of employees on the one hand, and
the single concentration of 14.4 percent in five zones near the airport
(zones 350, 368, 374, 375 380)and on the other. Note that the maximum
percent in any zone is only 5. Therefore, the sample distribution by
zone is considered to be too small and an aggregation of the zones into
bigger areas is desirable.
DFW Employee Distribution by City. One way to aggregate the zones
is at the city level. This produces a clear idea of how the employees
are distribtued in the study area. Table 4.1 A and Table 4.18 show the
frequency and percent of the sample of employees for the cities inside
and outside the intensive study area, respectively. Figure 4.4 shows



























TABLE 4.1A. DISTRIBUTION OF DFW EMPLOYEE’ RESIDENTIAL LOCATION










Blue Mound 4 0.12
Carrolton 74 2.28




Dalworthington Gardens 1 0.03
De Soto 13 0.40
Cuncanville 13 0.40
Evenaan 3 0.09
Euless 215 6. 63
Farmers Branch 56 1.73
Fort Worth 257 7.93
Forest Hill 3 0.09
Garland 49 1.51
Grand Praire 88 2.72
Grapevine 93 2.87
Haltom City 20 0.62


























TABLE 4.18. DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEE RESIDENTIAL LOCATION


































Highland Village 1 0.03
Kerns 1 0.03
Lake Dallas 6 0.19
Little Elm 1 0.03
Lewisville 113 3.49



















Valley View 2 0.06
Weatherford 3 0.09
Waxahachie 5 0.16



















DFW employees with 24.7 percent. In comparision, Irving has 12.5 percent
of the total employees sampled—half that of Dallas despite its smaller
population. Of the cities outside the ISA, Lewisville, Denton, Roanoke
and Plano are the ones with the highest percent of employee residences.
Two percent of the employees sampled either did not give their address
or it was not possible to locate the given address on the reference maps
(Ref. 8).7 and
Although some addresses were not identifiable by zone, it was
possible to indicate the location of those DFW employees for which only
the city name was given by assigning them a dummy zone number (see Table
4.2). explains the presence dummy zoneThis of such numbers in Table
A.l and later in Tables A.A. 2 and A. 3 of Appendix
DFW theEmployees by Type of Vehicle. "Driving my own vehicle," was
that employees gave 84.6 percent they wereanswer of the time when asked
about the type of vehicle taken to and from work. Figure 4.5 shows the
Datadistribution of DFW employees by type of vehicle. on employees who
indicated they use more than one type of vehicle in their work trip are
presented in Table 4.3, which shows only the five most frequently given
combinations.
DFW Employees by Occupation. Table 4.4 presents the percent of
employees occupational category. accountin each Professionals for 30.5
followed service airlines
sales (12 percent) and other labor (11.5 percent). The last category,
other labor, probably reflects the presence of a large variety of work
types which could not be covered by the 10 categories named on the sur-
percent of the responses, by (15.1 percent),
form.vey
DFW Level of Income. The 4.6 showsEmployees by histogram in Fig.
the level ofbreakdown of employees by income. Although this question
is 8 of the returned forms didquite personal, only percent survey not
mention the family income.
DFW The of 21Employees by Age and Sex. range to 44 years accounts
for the highest percent of employees (75 percent) with 49.3 percent
25
TABLE 4.2. ZONE NUMBERS FOR THOSE EMPLOYEES WHO DID
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DFW SAMPLE FREQUENCY 990 389 180 72 113 233 374 188 491 37 29 32 113 3,241
TABLE
4.4.
OCCUPATION Professional Clerical Sales Craftsman,










between 21 and 34 years of age (see Table 4.5). The distribution of
employees by sex turned out to be 63.3 percent males and 34.1 females.
The remaining 2.6 percent did not answer the question (see Table 4.6).
DFW Employees According to Previous Work Place
Because Love Field in Dallas was the major air carrier airport
before the opening of DFW, a significant percentage of former Love Field
employees airport when shift of operationstransferred to DFW the
occurred 1974. In the survey, 57 thein January, percent of employees
sampled formerly worked at Love Field. This section will compare DFW
employees who previously worked at Love Field with those who did not.
The tables will be broken down by both subsets: "Former Love Field
Worker" and "Non-Love Field Worker." Each subset is divided into three
columns: the the "Percent of Total DFW Employees,""Sampled Frequency;"
which tabulates the sample frequency of each category label as a percent-
age of the total DFW employee sample of 3,241; and "Percent of DFW
Employees Within Category," sample frequency ofwhich tabulates the each
category as a percentage of the total DFW employee sample in the same
category.
Distribution by Zone, Figures 4.7 and 4.8 and Table A. 2 of Appendix
A, show the DFW employees by zone of residence broken down by whether
they used to work at Love Field or not. It can be noted that those
employees that used to work at Love Field are predominantly spread over
the zones which correspond to the mid-cities area of the ISA and to
Dallas County. On the other hand the DFW employees that did not work at
Love Field are distributed most frequently over Tarrant County.
Distribution by City. Table 4.7 A and Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 more
clearly indicate the observations stated above. Cities like Carrolton,
Dallas, and Irving, located in Dallas County and having relatively sig-
nificant percentages of DFW employees, exhibit higher percentages of
former Love Field than current DFW employees who did not workemployees
at Love Field. On the other hand, cities like Arlington, Bedford, Hurst,
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TABLE 4.7A. DISTRIBUTION OF DFW EMPLOYEE RESIDENTIAL LOCATION
BY CITIES INSIDE THE INTENSIVE STUDY AREA
ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS WORK PLACE
FIELD WORKER NON- LOVE
PERCENT OF PERCENT OF DFW
FORMER LOVE FIELD WORKER
PERCENT OF PERCENT OF DFW
cm SAMPLE SAMPLE
TOTAL DFW EMPLOYEES WITH- TOTAL DFW EMPLOYEES
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
EMPLOYEES IN CATEGORY EMPLOYEES WITHIN CATEGORY
Addison 6 0.19 35.17 1 0.03 14.29
Arlington 71 2.19 30.47 158 4.36 67.31
Azle 3 0.09 100.00
Balch Springs 4 0.12 100.00
Bedford 43 1.33 1.4846.24 48 51.61
33.33 2Benbrook 1 0.03 0.06 66.67
Blue Mound 3 0.C9 0.0375.00 1 25.00
62 1.91 83.73 10 0.31 13.51Carroltoa
Hill 2 0.06 40.00 2 0.06 40.00
Collewille 14 0.43 50.00 14 0.43 50.00
Coppell 4 0.12 50.00 3 0.09 37.50
Dallas 622 19.19 77.65 175 5.40 21.84
Dalworthington
(Gardens) 1 0.03 100.00
De Soto 9 0.23 69.23 4 0.12 30.77
Duncanville 8 0.25 61.54 5 0.16 38.46
Cedar
1 0.03 33.33 2 0.06 66.67
Euless 93 2.87 43.26 113 3.49 52.56
Everman
Branch 45 1.39 80.36 11 0.34 19.64
Fort Worth 53 1.64 20.62 197 6.08 76.65
Foresc Hill 1 0.03 33.33
Fanners
2 0.06 66.67
40 1.23 0.28 18.37Garland 81.63 9
30 1.20 44.32 49 1.51 55.68Grand Praire
50.5445 1.39 48.39 47 1.45Grapevine
5 0.16 25.00 14 0.43 70.00
Highland Park 1 0.03 50.00 1 0.03 50.00
Hurst 62 1.91 44.93 75 2.31 54.35
Hutchins 1 0.03 100.00
Irving 230 7.10 56.93 169 5. 2\ 41.83





Mans filed 3 0.09 100.00
Mesquite 17 0.52 63.00 7 0.28 28.00
no. Richland Hills 15 0.46 25.42 42 1.30 71.19
Pantego 1 0.03 100.00
Richardson 24 0.74 72.72 9 0.28 27.27
47.37Richland Hills 10 0.31 52.63 9 0.03
50.00River Oaks 1 0.03 50.00 1 0.03
Sachse 1 0.03 100.00
Saginaw 1 0.03 50.00 1 0.03 50.00
Seagoville 1 0.03 50.00
Smithfield 5 0.16 33.339 0.28 60.00
0.16 55.55South Lake 4 0.12 44.44 5
0.06 11.11University Park 15 0.46 83.33 2



















































of DFW exhibitpercentage employees, a higher percentage of DFW employ-
ees who did not work at Love Field than DFW employees who did.
As can be seen in Table 4.1A, the City of Dallas has the highest
sample frequency of DFW employees inside the ISA (801 DFW employees).
Table that 77.74.7 A shows percent of DFW employees (622 employees) who
live in Dallas indicated that, they used to work at Love Field Airport.
This corresponds to 19.2 percent of the total employees surveyed at
DFW to the total DFWairport. Applying similar procedures employees who
live inside the ISA, it is found that 55.7 percent of the total DFW
employees that live inside the ISA indicated they used to work at Love
Field Airport, which corresponds to the 49.1 percent of the total DFW
employees surveyed.
With regard to ISA, city withcities outside the Lewisville is the
the highest percent of DFW employees (see Table 4.IB). Table 4.78 shows
that 65.5 the who live in Lewisville indicatedpercent of DFW employees
they used to work at Love Field, and this corresponds to 2.3 percent of
the total employees surveyed. Also it can be noted that most of the
DFW live outside the ISA used to work at Love Field. Thatemployees who
is to say, although 68.4 percent of the DFW employees who live outside
the ISA indicated they used to work at Love Field, this represents only
the total DFW6.8 percent of employees surveyed.
Distribution by Type of Vehicle Figure 4.11 shows the distribu-
tions of both subsets of DFW employees by type of vehicle. It should be
noted that current DFW who did not work at Love Field use theemployees
"carpool" mode more frequently than former Love Field employees. Table
4.8 shows the most frequent combinations of type of vehicle. "Own car
or carpool" was the most frequent combination in both cases.
Distribution By Type of Work, As seen in Table 4.9 which compares
the "Percent of DFW Employees Within Category" for both subsets,
Professional, Sales, Service (Airline), and Rent-a-Car, are the cate-
in which the used workgories percentages of DFW employees who to at Love
Field are significantly higher than the percentages of DFW employees that
did not work at Love Field Airport. On the other hand Service (food),
Service (custodian) and Hotel Employee are the categories in which DFW
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TABLE 4.78. DISTRIBUTION OF DFW EMPLOYEE RESIDENTIAL LOCATION
BY CITIES OUTSIDE THE INTENSIVE STUDY AREA
ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS WORK PLACE
FORMER LOVE FIELD WORKER N0N-L0VE FIELD WORKER
PERCENT 0? DFW PERCENT OF DFWCITY SAMPLE 7. OF TOTAL SAMPLE % OF TOTAL
EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEESFREQUENCY DFW EMPLOYEES FREQUENCY DFW EMPLOYEES
WITHIN CATEGORY: WITHIN CATEGORY
Allen 2 0.06 100.00










Blue Ridge 2 0.06 100.00
Bonham 1 0.03 100.00
Bowie 1 0.03 100.00
Hoyd 3 0.09 50.00 3 0.09 50.00
Bridgeport 2 0.06 50.00 2 0.06 50.00
Celina 2 0.06 100.00
Celeste 1 0.03 100.00
Cleburne 1 0.03 100.00
Clifton 1 0.03 100.00
Collinsville 1 0.03 100.00
Conroe 1 0.03 100.00
Decatur 1 0.03 100.00
Denton 24 0.74 77.42 7 0.22 22.58
Elmo 2 0.06 100.00
Ennis 2 0.06 100.00
Fairfield 1 0.03 100.00
Farmersville 1 0.03 100.00
Ferris 1 0.03 50.00 1 0.03 50.00
Flower Mound 1 0.03 50.00 1 0.03 50.00
Frisco 5 0.16 62.50 3 0.09 37.50
Gainsville 1 0.03 100.00
Granbury 1 0.03 100.00
Gordon 1 0.03 100.00
Greenville 1 0.03 100.00
Joshua 1 0.03 50.00 1 0.03 50.00
Justin 1 0.03 25.00 3 0.09 75.00
Highland Village 1 0.03 100.00
Kerns 1 0.03 100.00
Lake Dallas 4 0.12 66.67 1 0.03 16.67
Little Elm 1 0.03 100.00
Lewisville 74 0.23 65.49 36 1.11 31.85
Mabank 2 0.06 66.67 1 0.03 33.33
McKinney 7 0.22 77.77 2 0.06 22.22
Midlothian 1 0.03 100.00
Nevada 1 0.03 100.00
Nocona
Paradise 1 0.03 100.00
Plano 18 0.55 69.23 8 0.25 30.77
Pilot Point 2 0.06 100.00
Ponder 1 0.03 50.00 ' 1 0.03 50.00
Poolville 1 0.03 100.00
Quinlan 1 0.03 100.00
Red Oak 2 0.06 100.00
Rhone 1 0.03 100.00
Roanoke 20 0.61 66.67 10 0.31 33.33
Rockwall 1 0.03 33.33
San Marcos 1 0.03 100.00
Sange 2 0.06 66.67 1 0.03 33.33
Sunset 1 0.03 100.00
Tioga 1 0.03 100.00
Valleyview 2 0.06 100.00
Weatherford 1 0.03 33.33 2 0.06 66.67
Waxahachie 4 0.12 80.00 1 0.03 20.00
Wills Point 1 0.03 100.00





















42.19 27.03 31.58 56.25 60.00 39.73PERCENT EMPLOYEES WITHINWORKERTRIPS
WORK FIELD OF DFW
PERCENT EMPLOYEES 0,83 0.31 0.19 0.28 0.19 1.79TOTALTHEIR -LOVE
IN NON-
27 10 6 9 6 58PLACE SAMPLE FREQUENCYEMPLOYEES WORK
DFW DFW CATEGORYBY OFPREVIOUS 57.81 72.97 63.16 43.75 40.00 59.59USED
TO PERCENT EMPLOYEES WITHINWORKER
OFCOMBINATIONS ACCORDING FIELD DFW
.121.14 0.83 0.37 0.22 2.68
MODE LOVE PERCENT TOTAL EMPLOYEES
4.8. FORMER
37 27 12 7 4 87TABLE SAMPLE FREQUENCY
or or or or or
off or offCOMBINATION Vehicle Carpool Vehicle Surtran Vehicle Dropped Vehicle Other Vehicle Carpool Dropped





































































DFW EMPLOYEES 19.96 6.26 3.92 1.33 1.36 3.30 4.66 2.10 11.85 0.25 0.56 0 1.54 57.08
DISTRIBUTION FORMER
SAMPLE FREQUENCY 647 203 127 43 44 107 151 68 384 8 18 0 50 1,850
4.9.
TABLE
OCCUPATION Professional Clerical Sales Craftsman Foreman Technician Operator Maintenance OtherLabor Service
(Food) Service(Airline) Service(Custodian) Rent-a-Car HotelEmployee NoResponse TOTAL
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employees that did not work at Love Field exhibit significantly higher
percentages Love employees.than former Field
It can be noted that those in the "professional" category who
indicated that they formerly worked at Love Field constitute the higher
"Percent of Total DFW Employees" (19.96%).
Distribution by Level of Income. Figure 4,12 shows each DFW em-
ployee subset by level of income. As expectly, most of the DFW employees
with high income levels previously worked at Love Field Airport. Also,
it should be noted that the former Love Field employees have a signifi-
cantly higher percent in the $13,000 $20,000 income level range than-
the DFW who did not work at Love Field. On the otheremployees hand,
DFW employees who did not work at Love Field present a significantly
level than DFWhigher percent of the "under $6,000" income range employ-
who did.ees
Distribution by Age and Sex. Table 4.10 shows the distribution of
the subsets of DFW employees by age. Comparing the two subsets with re-
be that thegard to percent of t>;fw Employees Within Category”, it can seen
category "Under 21” persents a higher percent of DFW employees in the
"Non-Love Field Worker” subset than in the "Former Love Field Workers”
Fieldcategory. In the remaining categories, the subset "Former Love
Worker" shows higher percent than "Non-Love Field Worker."
Table 4.11 shows the distribution by sex for both subsets. It can
be noted that the difference of percent between males for both subsets
is significantly greater than the difference of percent between females.
This can be understood as an increase of job opportunities for women.
As can be seen in all the above tables, most of the percentages of
DFW within each do not to hundred Theemployees category sum one percent.
explanation for this is that the question concerning whether or not the
at Love Field not answeredemployee previously worked was by all employ-
ees .
In conclusion, the analysis of data presented in this chapter
allows the study of such topics as:
1. The impact of Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport in the distri-
butions of DFW employee residential location.
44
DFW
According to Previous Work Place.
Figure 4,12. Employees by Income Level
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TABLE 4.10. DFW EMPLOYEES BY AGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS WORK PLACE
FORMER LOVE FIELD WORKERS NON- LOVE FIELD WORKERS
PERCENT
SAMPLE SAMPLE
AGE TOTAL DFW EMPT.OYEES TOTAL DFW EMPLOYEES
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
PERCENT OF OF DFW PERCENT OF PERCENT OF DFW
EMPLOYEES WITHIN CATEGORY CATEGORYEMPLOYEES WITHIN
Under 21 29 0.89 11.55 214 6.60 85.26
-21 34 863 26.63 53.97 715 22.06 44.72
-35 44 528 16.29 68.30 234 7.22 30.27
-45 54 311 9.60 71.99 117 3.60 27.08
-55 64 98 3.02 71.01 39 1.20 28.26
Over 65 4 0.12 57.14 3 0.09 42.86
No Response 17 0.52 40.46 16 0.49 39.02
TOTAL 1,850 57.08 57.08 1,338 41.28 41.28
TABLE 4.11. DFW EMPLOYEES BY SEX ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS WORK PLACE
FORMER LOVE FIELD WORKERS NON-LOVF FIELD WORKERS
PERCENT OF PERCENT OF DFW PERCENT OF PERCENT OF DFW
SAMPLE SAMPLE





Male 1,237 38.17 60.28
790 24.38 38.50
Female 570 17.59 51.58
518 15.98 46.88
No Response 43 1.33 51.19
30 0.92 35.71
TOTAL 1,850 57.08 57.08 1,338 41.28 41.28
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2. The distribution of DFW employees by type of vehicle, reflect-
ing necessity of considering the DFW employee vehicles asthe
a significant part of the total volume of vehicles at the air-
port access highways.
3. The common and different characteristics of DFW employees who
formerly worked at Love Field Airport in comparison with those
employees who did not.
CHAPTER V. ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DISTRIBUTIONS OF DFW EMPLOYEES
The DFW taken a is of theAirport, as whole, one largest employers
in the Dallas/Fort Worth area and as such is a major traffic generator
from the standpoint of employee vehicles alone. In addition, the arri-
vals and departures of employees adds to the traffic volumes generated
normal consideredby airline activity. This must be both in modeling
airport access volumes and in the subsequent design of airport access
facilities. Therefore the distribution of employees' arrival and de-
parture times at the airport relative to their work shift times is of
critical interest in this research.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the conceptual basis for
the distribution of DFW employees’ arrival and departure timesmodeling
at the airport relative to the work shift starting and ending times.
The term "time difference" will be applied to the difference between
the starting work shift time and the time that DFW employees arrive, or
the difference between the time that DFW leave theemployees airport and
their ending work shift time. The term "time-difference data distribu-
tion" will be applied to the statistical distribution of the above time
differences.
is divided into sections. The first section dealstwoThis chapter
with the selection of the periods of day for which the time-difference
data distributions are going to be specified. The second section deals
tests of selected theoretical distributions againstwith goodness-of-fit
the observed time difference data distributions.
Determination of the Periods of Day for Analysis
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show histograms of the percentages of DFW
employees versus starting work ending work shift times,shift times and
respectively, during a normal work day. In the case of percent of DFW
employees versus starting work shift time, it can be Fig.noted from 5.1
that there limitsare five distinguishable periods whose were tentatively
10 for theselected as: 0 through 4 for the first period, 4 through



























20 24 for the With the offourth period, and through fifth period. help
"Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" (Ref. 10) a range of alter-
native limits around the above tentative ones were tested, and fixed
when for each period the percent of DFW employees distributed by five-
change significantly. objective wasminute interval tended to The to
distinguish time periods during which the arrival or departure patterns
of employees remained approximately constant.
A followed for thesimilar procedure was ending work shift periods.
The definitive limits of the periods based on this process are presented
in Table 5.1.
thisIn way, knowing the periods during the day, the next step was
to determine which theoretical distribution best the time dif-explains
ference data distribution for each of the above periods.
Determination of the Theoretical Distributions
With regard to selecting a test to use for goodness-of-fit analysis,
Refs. 1,2, 5, and 13 describe the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (K-S Test) as
a quite sensitive test for continuous distributions with certain advan-
thetages over Chi-square test. Bradley (Ref. 1) for example, presents
a discussion of the K-S test vis-a-vis the Chi-square. From that dis-
cussion the following conclusions are taken:
1. modest thatThe K-S test requires only the relatively assumption
sampling is random and that the sampled population is continuous
Whereas other conditions thatChi-square assumed among things,
can be fulfilled only when sample size approaches infinity.
The2. Chi-square test is only an approximate test, at all sample
and is hard to where-sizes, the degree of approximation assess,
as the K-S test is exact at small sample sizes and its degree
of approximation is more readily assessable.
3. The K-S test uses every observation repre-ungrouped data, i.e.,
sents a point at which "goodness-of-fit is examined; Chi-square
loses this information (if the hypothesized distribution is con-
tinuous) by requiring that data be grouped into cells.
Therefore, the K-S test was chosen the test toas be applied in this study
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TABLE 5.1. LIMITS OF PERIODS OF STARTING AND ENDING WORK SHIFTS
TIME
PERIOD
STARTING WORKSHIFT ENDING WORKSHIFT
0 0 6
Second through 9 6 through
First through 5 through
5 10
Third 9 through 13 10 through 14
Fourth 13 through 21 14 through 19
Fifth 21 24 19through through 24
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The K-S test is based on the simple measurement of the maximum
vertical difference between two cumulative distribution functions; in
this case, probabilitythe cumulative time difference data distribution
and selected theoretical cumulative probability distributions. This
difference, once determined, comparedis then with the values of K-S
statistics for the appropriate sample size, and level of significance.
A significance level of 0.05 is assumed in this study.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of a typical distribution of the time
difference data. From a simple visual inspection of the time difference
data distribution for each period, the following observations are made:









asked what time they arrived at. left2. When DFW employees were or
the airport there was a tendency to express their answer to the
nearest five minutes. Therefore, the intervals selected, were
five minutes in length centered around even five-minute epochs,
i.e., the actual boundaries were defined according to the for-
mula 5 where is(N + 0.5), N a positive integer (the first in-
terval has the bound These intervalinteger lower of 0.0).
boundaries also ensure that individual integer responses fall
within an interval and not on a border between two intervals.
Figure 5.4 is a flow chart which was developed to show the sequence
of the steps followed in finding the theoretical distribution that best
fits the time difference data distribution. First of all, the data were
divided randomly into two parts. This division was made because of the
K-S that the the theoretical distributiontest requirement parameters of
should not be obtained from the same sample that is tested (Ref. 5).
From one subset of the data the mean and variance are computedsample
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From the other of the the observedpart sample cumulative probability
time difference data distribution is constructed. Then, each cumulative
theoretical distribution is compared with the observed cumulative time
difference data distribution, and the maximum vertical differences are
obtained. The minimum of the maximum vertical differences is compared
with the K-S test statistics (Ref. 6). If the computed value is less
than the 0.05 K-S statistic, it can be said that there is no reason to
reject hypothesis correspondingthe that the theoretical distribution
fits the time difference data distribution at the specified significance
level of 0.05.
and show the ofTables 5.2 5.3 periods day that particular theoret-
ical distributions fit the time difference data distributions along with
the functions and estimated Note thatcorresponding density parameters.
the theoretical distribution that fits most often is the Gamma, while the
remaining satisfactory theoretical are particular casesdistributions of
Gamma distribution. This does not discard the possibility that other
distributions might also fit the time difference data distribution, but
only presented nearlythat Gamma the minimum-maximum difference in all
cases. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show a sample graph which compare the actual
observed distribution and the theoretical distribution for DFW employees
originating leaving airport, respectively.at and the
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OF
0.1 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05LEVEL SIGNIFICANCESHIFTS.
WORK K-S VALUE .189 .049 .105 .069 .105
THEIR
0.52 1.15 0.065 1.13 0.053 1.44 0.067 1.67 0.042PARA- METERS = = = = = = = = =STARTING a k a k a k a k a
IEMPLOYEES )/(k-1)












ExponentialNAME Gamma Gamma Gamma Gamma Negative
5.2. SAMPLE SIZE 41 716 166 379 144
TABLE
5 9 13 21 24
OF (HRS)
PERIOD DAY through through through through through
0 5 9 13 21
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OF
LEVEL 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.05SIGNIFICANCE
SHIFTS.
K-S VALUES .131 .106 .138 .052 .074WORK
THEIR 0.078 2.0 0.081 1.79 0.036 1.46 0.057 0.065 1.64
= = = = = = = = =PARA- METERS



















NAMECHARACTERISTICS Up) Negative ExponentialErlang (Round Gamma Gamma Gamma
107 131 78 686 3415.3. SAMPLE SIZE
6 10 14 19 21TABLE OF (HRS.)
PERIOD through through through through throughDAY
0 6 10 14 19
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Figure 5.5. Sample Distribution for DFW Employees Arriving at
The DFW Airport.
Figure 5.6. Sample Distribution for DFW Employees Leaving the
DFW Airport.
CHAPTER VI. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
of is toThe purpose this chapter to present the methodology used
model which be used thedevelop a can to estimate employee vehicular
volumes arriving at or leaving the airport. It is divided into three
sections. The first section deals with the fundamental and theoretical
concepts used in developing the model. The second section explains the
flow chart followed in the thecomputer program, required input data,
and the nature of the The third section deals with the cali-output.
bration and testing of the model.
Fundamental and Theoretical Concepts
it foundIn Chapter V, was for particular periods of time during
the day, the way by which DFW employees arrive at or leave the airport
can be a distinct theoretical distribu-satisfactorily approximated by
tion (one distribution for arrival and one distribution for leaving).
That is to say, for all the DFW employees whose work shift times in a
certain period, the way that they arrive at or leave the airport will
be distributed approximately the same.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show examples of how DFW employees arrive at
and leave the airport, respectively. Note that the area under the curves
for a given time slice (t, t + At) represents the probability that DFW
employees, whose work shift times are and arrive at or leave the
airport, respectively, during that time slice. The expected number of
employees arriving at or leaving the airport for a time slice (t, t+ At)
is given by the product of the above probabilities and the total number
of employees corresponding to the work shift times example,or For
in Fig. 6.1 denote by P(t, t + At) the probability that an employee corn-
ing airport to begin his work shift at airportto the arrives at the
in (t, t + At). Then, the inexpected number of arriving
(t, t + ) is:
E {N(t, t + At)} = N {P(t, t + At)} (1)
where E{N(t, t + At)} is the expected number of employees with work shift
time t 1 arriving in the (t, t + At) time slice, and N is the total
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Figure 6.1. Employee Vehicles Arrival Patterns
(Single Work Shift Time).
6.2. Patterns
(Single Work Shift Time).
Figure Employee Vehicles Departure
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of
.volume (number) employees with work shift time t
not sufficient to calculate precisely theAlthough, data are
variance of N(t, t 4- At), it is possible to get a rough estimate of this
thevariance under following assumptions:
of1. Each the N DFW employees starting his work shift at has
the same probability P(t, t + At) of falling into interval
(t, t 4- At).
2. Each employee essentially constitutes a Bernoulli trial with
the same probability, i»e., the above probability applies inde-
all N ofpendently and identically to employees a particular
work shift.
These assumptions mean that the number of DFW employees arriving at
of each sliceor leaving (independently other) the airport at time
has binomial(t, t 4- At) a distribution with mean N (P(t, t + At)} and
+ -varianceN {P(t, t At)} {1 P(t, t 4- At)}.
So far, the following conclusions be made:can
1. For DFW employees arriving at the DFW airport and whose work
shift starting of employees arriving attime is the number
time interval (t, t + At) 'has a binomial distribution with mean
N {P(t, t + At)}
and variance
-N {P(t, t + At)} {1 P(t, t + At)}
Where N is the total of DFW employees whose work shift starting
time is and P(t, t + At) is the probability that
employees arrive in time slice (t, t + At).
2. For DFW employees leaving DFW airport, similar assumptions are
made. The number of DFW employees with work shift ending time
is leaving during the time interval of (t, t + At) has a
binomial distribution with mean
M {Q(t, t + At)}
and variance
-M {Q(t, t + At)} {1 Q(t, t + At)}
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where M is the total of DFW employees whose work shift ending time
-is and Q(t, t + At) is the probability that employees leave
in time slice (t, t + At).
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show multiple work shift time curves (start-
ing ending). Considering work shift starting time, for example,and note
that many curves overlap in time slice (t, t- At). Therefore, the
total volume the inexpected of employees arriving at airport a parti-
cular time slice (t, t + At) is the sum of the individual volumes of
in that time eachemployees slice from starting work shift. Assuming
that the number of time slice for each start-employees arriving in the
ing shift is stochastically independent employeeswork of the number of
in that time slice for other also beany starting work shift, it can
concluded that the variance of total volume of employees with different
work shift starting time arriving in time slice (t, t + At) is the sum
of each individual variance for that time slice since the variance of the
sum of independent random variables is simply the sum of the individual
variances. Similar considerations and conclusions apply to work shift
volumes the the endsending times, and of employees leaving airport at
of work shifts.
Denoting by the number of employees arriving for the start of
work shift i, i = 1,2, n. Then the total expected number of...
in t + isemployees arriving at the airport (t, At)
n




t + At) is the area under the employee arrival distribution
for work shift i in time slice (t, t + At) as shown in Fig. 6.3,
By the above assumption, the variance of + At) is
n




the of the total number ofSimilarly, mean and variance employees
leaving airport a particular time slice from various ending workthe in
shifts are
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Figure 6.3. Employee Vehicles Arrival Patterns
(Overlapping of Curves)









Var M (t t + At)} = l M. {Q.(t, t + At)} (l Q.(t, t + At)} (5)total » -J 2 Jj=l
Where M is the number of employees leaving at the end of work shift j
-and +Qj(t> t At) is the probability that work shift j employees
leave the airport in the time interval (t, t 4- At), i.e., the area
under the employees departure curve for work shift j in time slice
(t, t + At) is shown in Fig. 6.4.
The above equations (2), (3), (4), and (5), are all that one needs
to compute the mean and variance of the total number of employees arriv-
anding at leaving the airport in any arbitrary time slice (t, t 4- At).
Procedures for the actual computation of employee volumes are described
below.
Computation of Employees Vehicular Volumes
Figure 6.5 shows the flow chart followed to determine the volumes
of DFW employees vehicles entering or leaving the airport. The
procedure basically is:
1. Selection is made of the of time to befirst period analyzed
and the theoretical distributions to be considered for that
period.
2. The probability distribution is obtained for each interval of
time specified (see input data).
3. From all the work shift time only the starting work shift times
or the ending work shift times are selected, and from them only
those that fall into the period selected.
4. The vehicular volume and the variance at each time interval are
calculated and those vehicular volumes and variances with












A is considered and 15. new period steps through 4 are repeated.
6. Once all the periods are considered and the successive computa-
tions made, the standard deviation is converted from the total
variance for each time interval.
7. For a given time interval, one standard deviation is added and
subtracted to the expected value. In this way, one would be
able to calculate the percent of the time that observations fall
in the interval "Expected value plus and minus one standard
deviation."
A computer program has been devised following the above flow chart
list ofand a the program is presented in Appendix B. An explanation of
how to use it follows.
Input Data
dataTo explain the input to the computer program, three types of
input cards will be discussed (see Fig. 6.6). The first type,called the
data control card,specifies the number of periods in columns 7-9, the
number of work shift times punched in columns 10-12, and the length of
time interval columnspunched in 13-14.
The second card is called work shift data each of whichinput card,
contains informaton about a particular work shift time. Column 7 is
used to specify whether the work shift is starting (by punching the
number the number the"l") or ending (by punching "2"), columns 8-11
time at which the work shift starts or ends; columns 8-9, the hour;
and in 10-11, the minutes. A third value, the number of employees using
their own vehicles, is to be punched in columns 12-16. Note that this
is the number of employees using their own vehicle, not the total
employees starting or ending their work shift. The reasons for this are
as follows:
1. The fact was encountered that the percentage of employees using
other than their own vehicles was very small (See Chapter lV).
2. The their ispercentage of DFW employees using own vehicles








estimate of the number of and
leaving the airport in a given interval of time is obtained as the
corresponding number of employees who use their own vehicles . Based on
the above this is felt to be reasonable
Thus, an employee vehicles entering
reasons, a assumption.
The third type of input data cards are called period data cards.
Each period data card contains: (1) in columns 7-10, the time at which
the period begins (hour in columns 7-8 and minutes in columns 9-10);
(2) in columns 11-14 the time at which the period ends (hour in columns
11-12 and minutes in columns 13-14); (3) in columns 15-24 the mean and
(4) in columns 25-34 the standard deviation of the time before and after
the shift that employees arrive or leave in that period, respectively.
Four decimals and the decimal point are allowed; (6) in column 35 a
number is to be punched to indicate the type of distribution to be
considered. This number code indicates the distri-following respective
butions.
1 Normal distribution
2 Log normal distribution
3 Negative exponential
4 Gamma
5 Erlang downrounded distribution
6 Erlang rounded up distribution
In column 36, it is then indicated whether this distribution, with the
mean, the variance, and the period specified, is to be used for employees
ifarriving at or leaving, the airport. If it is arriving, punch "1";
it is leaving, punch "2", and if it is for both arriving and leaving,
punch "3". Figure 6.6 shows the entire input data structure.
Output
The computer output is shown in Figs. 6.7 through 6.9. In Fig.
6.7 the first part of the output is illustrated. The information about
work shifts, is shown as a printout of the original "Work Shift Data
Card". In Fig. 6.S a printout of the period data card is shown. These
printouts allow the user to check the data for keypunch errors and data
69




































































Figure 6.7. Work Shift Information.
P E R I 0 0 S
BORDERS
LONER UPPER MEAN VARIANCE DISTRIBUTION WAY
0 0 5 0 22,0732 a 23,9695 GAMMA ARRIVING
5 0 9 0 17.a120 269.J5P3 gamma ARRIVING
9 0 13 0 27,3976 521,6399 GAMMA ARRIVING
13 0 21 0 26,7309 a28,6152 GAMMA ARRIVING
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Figure 6.8. Periods Information.
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Figure 6.9. Calculated DFW Employee Volumes
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accuracy. Figure 6.9, the last part of the output, contains the results
of the analysis. For each time interval a range of volumes is shown
whose boundaries are the minimum volume (mean minus one standard devia-
tion), the mean, and the maximum volume (mean plus one standard devia-
.tion) These values are printed out for DFW employees arriving at and
leaving the airport.
Calibration of the Model
In order to estimate the total number of employees who begin and end
each thework shift for input to the model, same proportion of employees
on each work shift as obtained in the survey sample was applied to the
total DFW employees.
The model was then used to obtain estimates of the number of employ-
ees entering and leaving the airport in each 15-minute interval through-
out the day* Equations (1) through (5) were used for this puroose. The
results were then compared counts inwith the 15-minute manual made the
May 1975 survey (Ref. 4), the of DFW employees arriving at orand volume
leaving the airport who drive their own vehicles. This latter volume
calculation, called the "survey-response volume," was made according to
the of theresponses to questions Employee Travel Survey (see Chapter III)
on the time that people arrive at or leave for work and their mode of
travel to the airport.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the survey-response volumes, the model esti-
mates, and the traffic count volumes arriving at and leaving the airport,
respectively.
Comparing model estimates of the volumes with the count volume in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, it can be noted that the two values differ substan-
tially for given explanation differencestime intervals. The for these
stems a misunderstanding of the on-airport travel patternsfrom of air-
port employees on part of the project staff prior conducting thethe to
survey in May 1975. The staff was under the impression that employees
used only the service road system (see Chapter III) for their on-airport
access to work. It was not until the survey was underway that it was
discovered that employees also use the main ’’spine highway" as well. The
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precise proportion of employees who use the spine highway is not known
are in the conductat present (there plans project to a mini-survey to
estimate as a function of time of it isthis proportion day). However,
expected to be significant and a major explanatory factor for the
difference between the model estimate and the service road traffic
counts.
One other piece of vital information that should help explain the
above differences The model estimatesis employee vehicle-occupancy data.
in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are based on an assumed employee occupancy of one.
obtained from laterThe actual figure (which will be a mini-survey as a
part of this project, but not reported in this thesis) is almost certainly
greater than one. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show graphically the comparison
of the model estimates and the count volume for )FW employees arrivingr
and theat leaving airport, respectively.
Once the above two factors, i.e., the proportion of employee
vehicles that use the spine road instead of the service road and the
average employee vehicle occupancy, are obtained and applied to the model
that there will be closerestimates, it is expected agreement between
the model estimates and the service road counts.
the with theComparing, now, survey response volume model volumes,
it can be noted that in almost all the cases the volumesurvey response
is near if not inside the interval of the model volume. This close
agreement is certainly expected since the model parameters are based on
the This verifies that the model itselfsurvey response. comparison only
was The real validation of the model involves theaccurately defined.
above comparison of model estimates with actual traffic counts.
Similar conclusions are applied for the case of DFW employees leav-
ing airport.the
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Figure 6.10. Calculated and Counted Employee Volumes
(Arriving at the Airport)
Figure 6.11. Calculated and Counted Employee Volumes
(Leaving the Airport)
CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The thefindings of previous chapters appear to justify the following
conclusions and recommendations.
1* The results of past airport employee travel surveys have not
been widely published.
2. With regard to the Employee Travel Survey
a) The of the be and usable datato
were designed.
b) Based the this
design survey appears good
on in
the wording of each question in future should be
wording problems experienced survey,
surveys
analyzed until nearly all potential misunderstanding is
eliminated.
Onc) questions allowing multiple responses, every response
should be so that allanalyzed response possibilities are
covered. In the forsurvey question regarding occupation,
example, all types of occupation existing at the DFW airport
were not covered by the choices.response
d) The rate of response was 24.24 percent.
3. To facilitate locating DFW employee residences in the study area,
DFW employees were grouped by zones designated by the North
Central Texas Council of Governments, and also at the city level.
The city of Dallas exhibited the largest single portion of DFW
employees, followed by Irving, Fort Worth and Arlington inside
the intensive and Roanoke andstudy area Lewisville, Denton,
Plano outside the ISA.
In of DFW whetherthe comparison employees according to or not
they used to work at Love Field, former Love Field workers live
predominantly in the mid-cities area of the ISA and Dallas
On the other hand non-former FieldCounty. Love workers live
predominantly in the mid-cities area of the ISA and Tarrant
County.
4. The usedtype of vehicle most commonly for work trips is the
vehicle.employee’s own
the5. In determining theoretical distributions that replicate the
way that DFW employees arrive or leave the airport before or
after the work shift starting or ending time, respectively, the
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used the andgoodness-of-fit test was Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test,
it was found that Gamma was the most satisfactory distribution
roundfor both cases. Negative exponential and Erlang up
(particular cases of Gamma) were the next most satisfactory dis-
tributions
.
In the to the volume of6. development cf a methodology estimate
featuresemployees the following are to be considered:
a) the variance of the total expected volume in a time slice
is the. of the variances of the(t, t + t) sum expected
value of each under the thatwork shift curve, assumption
the values for the various work shifts in the time slice
(t, t + t) are stochastically independent, thatand the
total volume in a time slice is independent of the volume in
other time slices.
The variance of the number in each time slice
from each work shift is a rough variance determined accord-
ing to the formula:
b) of employees
Var = -(N (t, t + At) N (P (t, t + At)} {l P (t, t + At)}
±
This calculation is based on the assumptions that each of the DFW
employees with a common work shift time (starting or ending) has the same
+ into interval andprobability P(t, t At) of falling (t, t 4- At), that
each employee essentially constitutes a Bernoulli trial with that same
probability.
7. With to the constructed to determineregard computer program
vehicular volume, the following features are summarized:
a) The program allows the user to divide the day into different
time periods. is importantThis because it has been shown
that arriving or departing characteristics are different
during the day.
b) The program also allows the user to specify the length of a
andtime slice for analysis, the type of distribution, the
choice the distribution with different meansof using type of
and variances and for employees arriving at and/or leaving
the airport.
other than
employee travel volumes and entities other than the DFW
airport. only required
c) The program can be extended in use to quantities
The condition is similar character-
istics and behavior in time
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d) As part of the input data, the probability distribution of
how the employees arrived at or leave the airport relative
to their work shift times are required. This is a disadvan-
of the needtage because for estimation of these values.
However, this is considered minor compared to the benefits
to be derived from the model.
e) Obtaining another required input data item, the vehicular
volume, also can create problems. In the case of DFW employ-
ees, where it was found that they drive their vehiclesown
of theapproximately 90% time, obtaining the vehicular volume
is a simple task. For those cases where there is more than
one type of vehicle used significantly, the determination of
the vehicular volume can be found, but with greater diffi-
culty.
f) The program is limited to only 5 distributions. These dis-
tributions were selected as the most common ones for vehicu-
lar volumes of those DFW employees driving their vehicles.
Significant vehicular volumes involving other oftypes
vehicles may have distributions other than the ones specified
previously.
8. In order to the modelverify that itself is accurately defined,
the survey response volume was compared with the model volumes.
Since are based on the athe model parameters survey response,
found.close agreement was
9. The only source for validating the model was the service road
traffic count made in May, 1975, but because of the lack of in-
formation on the proportion of employees that use the service
road and vehicleemployee occupancy, the complete validation
could not be accomplished in this thesis
10. Further the inresearch concerning methodology is necessary
order to investigate, for example:
a) The advantages of utilizing the methodology in other cases
where, for a common work shift time (starting or ending),
different types of traffic are being noted. These different
types of traffic might have different distributions or
the same distribution with different mean and variance. As
an example, there is the possibility of two significant pop-
ulations of employees, one driving their own vehicles and
the other carpooling, each one with a different distribution.
b) It is recommended that a mini-survey be conducted to deter-
mine the theproportion of employees who use spine highway
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as distinguished from those who use the service roads and
the vehicle statistics. Both of the aboveemployee occupancy
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APPENDIX B
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PROGRAM FMPPIST ( INPUT»OUTPUT»TAPE 1 = INPUT )
COMMON PF(24,9O),XMEAN,VAR,AC9),B(9),APRC24,6O),XLEA(2« 6O),GARC24f







19 FORMAT(IHI,/«9X,*W 0 R K SHIFT S*,//,
* *,//,
* 4 feX » *T I ME STARTING FNDING*,//)
DO 77 J=I,NDATA
READ 7, IWAYCJ), IHOURCJ),MINCJ),EMPLCJ)
7 FORMAT CfcX,l 1,212,F5,0)
IFCIWAY(J) .EG, 1) GO TO 101










29 FORMATCI HI,/53X,*P £ R I 0 D S*,//,
* 31X,*B0RDERS *,//,












JW(2) = i3H LEAVING
JK(3) 10HARR.-LEA,=
IFCIOIST ,EU, 1) GO TO 5010
IFCIOIST .EG. ?) GO TO 5020
IF (101 ST ,£Q. 3) GO TO 5030
IFCIDTST .EG . 4) GO TO 10*10
IFCIOIST .EG. 5) GO TO 1050
IFCIOIST .EG. 6) GO TO 6010
5010 CONTINUE










PRINT 65,1 HOUR I, MINI,IHOUR2,M I N2,XMEAN,VAR,JW( I 1)W
91









PRINT 05, I HOUR 1,M1N1,1 HOUR2,MIN2,XMEAM,V AR,JW(IWI)
05 F0RMAT(30X,212,3X,212,2(2X,F10.4),4X,*ERLANG DOWN*,3X,AIO)











TIMEI IHOURI * 100 + MINI=
=TI ME 2 IHOUR2MOO + MIN 2
DO 22 J=I,NDATA
IF(IW1 ,F 0,3) GO TO 110
JFCIWI ,NE. IWAY(J)) GO TO 22
110 CONTINUE
TIME = IHOUR(J)*100 + MIN(J)
IFCTIME TIMED GO TO 22.EE.
IFCTIME ,GT, TIME2) GO TO 22
IFUWAY(J) .EO. 1) GO TO 1090
IF CI WAY CJ ) .EO. 2) GO TO 2010
1090 CONTINUE




IF(K LE. MW) GO TO 9020
,
IF(IHT .EO. 0.0) IHT=2a.O






MJ r MW K + 1.0~
IHI = IHT + 1.0
ARR(IHI,MI) = EMPLCJ)*PE(N,K)
GAR(IHI,MI) = GAR(IHI,MI) + ARRCTHI,MI)
0 = 1.0 - P E(N,K)
XVAR(IHI,MI) = Q* ARR CIHI,MI)










MJ = K + MW
2222 CONTINUE
IF(MJ ,LT, 60.01 GO TO 9030
IHTI = INT + 1
IHT = IHTI
IF(IHT .EQ. 2fl) IH T =0,0




=IHI IHT + 1
Ml = MJ + 1
XLEA(IHI,MI) EMPL(J)*PE(N,K)-
=GLE(IHI,MI) GI.E (IH I,M 1 ) + XLE A C IHI #MI )
= -0 1.0 PE(N,K)
VLE(IHI,MI) = O*XLEA(IHI,MI)
GVL(IHI,MI) = GV L (IHI, M 1) + VLE(IHI,MI)






39 FORMAT(IHI, VEHICLE VOLUME*,//,
* 42X, *A. R R I V I N G*,l6X,*L E A V I N G*,//,
* ?7X,*TIME *,2(3X,*MINIMUM*,SX,*MEAN*»4X,*MAXIMUM*),//,
* 25X, * INTERVAL*, 6 (i)X,*VOLUME*),//)
J 1 = 2.0






J 1 = J 2 + 1
J 3 = 60.0
97 CONTINUE
DO 99 J=JI,J3,INTI





=CV A R 0.0




J2 = J + INTI 1-
NINT = J2
IF(NI NT .GT. 60) NINT=6O
DO 68 K=J,NINT
CA R 1 = CAR + GAR(I,K)
=CAR CA R 1
CVARI = CVAR + G X V(I,K)
CVAR = CVARI
CLEI = CLE + GLE(I» K)
=CLE CLF. 1





, NF« 2fi) 00 TO 17
IF CNINT .LI. 60) GO TO 17
=CARI CAR + GAR(I ,1 )
CAR CAR!-
CVARI CV A R + GXV(I, 1 )
CVAR = CVARI
CLE) = CLF + GLE (1 ,1 )
CLE CLEI
CVLEI CVLE + GVL(1»1)=
CVLE = CVLEI
IH2 24=
M 2 s 00
GO TO 113
17 CONTINUE
IF(J2 ,GT. 60) GO TO 99
IH2 = -I 1.0
-M 2 = NINT 1
113 CONTINUE
-CAR 2 = CAR SORT(CVAR)
CAR 3 = CAR + SORT(CVAR)
CIE2 CLE SQRT(CVLE)= -




IF(J2 ,LE. 60) GO TO 96
J 3 = J? - 60
INTI = J 3








*E (26,60) ,GXV(26,60),GVl (26,60), ,1W (3)
1 FORMAT 4lX*>27 1 ;PEr>S SET TO ZER 0 * E 10,3)







IF( AHS(XEXP) ,GT, 271,0 ) GO TO 2010
FEAST = CONST*EXP(XEXP)
DO 1020 1=1,90
DO 1010 J=l ,10
T = T +O.l
XEXP = -O.5*(T-XMEAN)**2/VAR
IF ( ARS(XEXP) .GT, 271,0 ) GO TO 2010
F CONST *ExP(XEXP)=


























ARE A = 0,0












AREA = AREA t O.OS*(FIAST4F)
FUST F=
1010 CONTINUE














*,60) ,01 E(29,60) , I WAY (99) THOURC99) ,MI N(99 ) F MPL (99 ) ,XV AR ( 24,60 ) ,VL, ,
*E(24,60),GXV(24,6U),GVL(24,60)







XEXP = »T/A ( 3)
IF ( ABS(XFXP)
t GT, 271,0 ) GO TO 2PIO















A»6O)#GLF(24#6O),IWAY(99),I HOUR(99),MIN(99),fcMPLC9 9),XV AR(24,6?),VL
*E(24,60) ,GXV(2<I, 60) ,GVL (24,60)
1 FORMAT(/,4IX*(GAMMA)»K GT 150 EXPECTED FREQUENCIES*-
* * SET TO ZERO IN GAMMA DISTRI BUT 10N*G13,2)









CONS T s A(5)/GAMMAF (B(5))
DO 1020 1=1,90
DO 1010 J=l, 1 0
TsT+o,l
XEXP = «A(5)*T

















DO 51 15 1,90





SUBROUTINE E R|_ ANG (N, XROUND)
COMMON PE(2u,9O),XMfcAN,VAR,A(9),B(9),ARR(24,6 3),XLEA(2*1,60),GAR(24
*,60),G1E(2«,6&), I WAY (99), I HOUR (99), M IN (99 ) , tMPL (99),XVAR ( ?u , 6 0) ,VL
*E(24,60 ) ,GXV(24,60),GVL(24,601
-1 FORMAT!/, 35X*(ERl.ANG),« GT 150(*F10.3a) EXPECTED FRF.QUENC Ifc S a
* * SET TO ZERO IN ERLANG DISTRIBUTION*)
2 FORMAT!/,9OX,*ATTEMPTED TO SET K EQUAL TO ZERO IN ERLANG*
* * DISTRIBUTION*)
3 FORMAT!/,aiX*>27l>PFrfS SET TO ZERO*FIO,3* IN ERLANG DISTRIBUTION*)




IF! B(NDIST) ,GT, 150.0) GO TO 2010














































C W GAUTSCHI,ALGORT THM22I,CACM, H,WERNER,R.COLLINGE,MOCIS,I9b-)97,f
DATA AOO/ 0,90999 99999 9999/
DATA AOl / 0.92278 93351 0233/
DATA A 02/ 0,91189 03301 6678/
DATA AO3/ 0,08157 69261 29155/
DATA AU9/ 0,07929 89159 19999/
DATA AO5/~0,00026 61865 99953 06/
DATA AO6/ 0,01119 97193 35778/
DATA AO7/-0.00283 69625 20372 8/
DATA AOB/ 0,00206 10918 50225 5/
DATA AO9/-P,00083 75696 85135 17/
DATA AlO/ 0,00037 53650 52263 07/
DATA All/-0,00012 19173 98706 32/
DATA Al 2/ 0,00002 79832 88993 83/
DATA Al3/-0,00000 30301 90810 28/
C
ZsX





























96 FORMAT(*OX = *E20.13* GT 150*)
95 FORMATC*OBAD ARGUMENT FOR GAMMAF(Z)*E2O,I3)
END
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